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Abstract This thesis explores how intermodal transportation centers may be designed so that
balances may be incorporated between efficient modal connections and
functionality, and basic human needs and comforts.

The term "intermodal" has become part of today's vocabulary, referring to the
intersection of various modes of transportation. An intermodal center can be a
subway station that has a bus stop, or it can be a hybrid facility that caters to air,
rail, car, and water travel. Increasingly, intermodal centers are assuming a role in
society. Both transportation and the regions served become, in essence, new
"town centers." However, in the past, providing efficient service through design has
resulted in an absence of place, and furthermore, has failed to provide for human
needs and comforts.

This thesis examines the Luis Munoz Marin International Airport as an example of a
new form of intermodal center. It focuses on several issues: First, to understand
how these intermodal facilities work, and to explore the functional requirements for
today and those proposed for the future. Second, to examine how the site and
culture may be incorporated both in physical design and in the programming of
spaces to overcome the sterile sameness of most of today's airports. And finally,
through this balance of function and culture, to determine how projected needs will
be met, and at the same time, provide a flexibility for unseen growth and uses.

Thesis Supervisor Gary Hack
Title: Professor of Urban Design
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1. Introduction
One of the basic challenges in the design of an intermodal center is determining
how to create a work that fulfills all requirements for functionality, and at the same
time provides a sense of place and time- a sense of identity. Using Puerto Rico's
Luis Munoz Marin International Airport as an example, this thesis explores how a
balance between functionality and identity might be achieved, but recognizes that
no one design is the "ideal" solution. The balance may only be achieved through
compromise, and is extremely subjective to individual preferences. There are two
reasons for choosing an airport to explore. First, airports are complex environments
where multiple organizations of space must overlay each other. Second, they are
generally deficient in achieving a good balance between functionality and identity.

Increasingly, airports are recognized as serving more a function of air travel. While
they have automobiles, buses, trains, water shuttles and airplanes all coming
together for the purpose of exchanging goods (passengers and/or cargo), they also
represent places where people spend substantial amounts of time as either
passengers, employees or visitors. These intermodal centers were generally
designed and built for a given situation, but usually do not sufficiently take into
account the inevitable change in functional requirements. While airports were once
considered fantastic or futuristic places, they have evolved into numbing
environments and have lost any sense of identity and place. Arguably, today one
might say that identity is being given back to airports, in the form of a shopping mall,
which ,on the whole, is a placeless environment. What mall genuinely reflects the
physical location and culture in which it is placed? Arguably, very few. And even
fewer reflect the surrounding area when looking at the airport mall environments.

By today's definition, an "Intermodal Center" refers to the intersection of various
forms of access as well as activities. "Intermodal centers" have existed in various
forms throughout history; for example: a pub in England during the Middle Ages,
was a place where a courier would change horses. While it is quite common to
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have a facility cater to one particular mode of transportation, with other modes
being secondary , there is a push in the United States to create spaces which can
accommodate multiple primary modes of transit and activities.

We are always looking for ways to become more efficient at everything- spending
money, managing time, etc. This leads to our desire to consolidate various services
under one roof. The "seamless transfer" claimed by "Intermodal Centers" is difficult
to define precisely. An intermodal center should strive to reduce time spent in-
between modes. But it should also take into account that time is going to be
"wasted" for some portion of the population regardless. Consequently, that "wasted"
time needs to be accommodated and made productive.

Accommodations must be provided for both short and long amounts of time. A
traveler waiting for a connecting flight in six hours may like the option of taking a
fifteen minute train ride into a nearby city to walk, shop, or dine. However, a
traveler waiting for a flight to leave in fifty minutes will have different requirements.
What happens to the traveler whose needs are not met during the "off' hours when
stores and amenities are closed? What amenities are provided for the employees
of the facility? Especially at an airport, are there things for them to do during their
breaks? Is it a safe environment, or is everything deserted?

Looking specifically at transportation related intermodal facilities, the issue of
management arises. Once the facility has been programmed so the trains, planes,
taxis, and buses can arrive on time if they choose, how is this managed? The
issue of managing a traveler's time arises and may be solved by providing choices.
Efficiency and management should go hand-in-hand.

The goal of this thesis is to understand how these facilities might work effectively
and determine how these basic functions may be integrated through design with
cultural components that will give people a sense of place. Puerto Rico is a
particularly interesting example because there are several transportation plans
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underway that have the potential of impacting the airport. In addition, the island has
a very strong historical and cultural component. In the case of the island's
international airport, will a traveler know that he/she has arrived in Puerto Rico?
Equally important, will an employee feel part of a culture or a corporation?

The following section will examine airport functions and cultural identity separately.
In the actual analysis of the Luis Munoz Marin International Airport, these
separately viewed issues will be merged into a design proposal.
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Figure 1: Excerpt from a 1938
Competition Entry for an airport design in
Lehigh, PA.. The image of New York City
is very strong.

1l. Airport Issues

a) Introduction
An airport is a major component of the region it serves. Air travel has greatly
expanded over the past forty years. From being a daring and innovative way of
travel for the few, air travel and the airport have become a gratuitous part of the
infrastructure of a city. Today, airports are designed with efficiency as their prime
virtue. However, there are still some basic problems: for example, access to and
from the airport. In addition, what has been neglected until recently was the need to
"humanize" the airport setting.

Forty years ago flying was seen as a new way to travel and the airport was
designed to represent the grandeur conveyed by air travel (Figure 1). Over time,
this design has progressed to be represented through the modernity and efficiency
of the airplane. The result, however, was a sterile environment- a place to numb
the senses before embarking on a trip. Today, the airport has assumed the role
that train stations had in the 1800s: the gateway and first image of a city.

Because an airport tends to serve larger communities than a city, the role it must
play is even greater- the entry point to a country or region. Imagine arriving at an
airport on a plane, getting off and seeing a part of the culture welcoming you- like
the Statue of Liberty welcoming passengers on boats to New York City. Granted,
some of this culture may not be enjoyable by all- the throngs of people waiting to
greet passengers can be a bit disarming and annoying. How might one create a
sense of place that, at the same time, will allow passengers to efficiently and safely
navigate the path from the plane to other modes of transport?

b) Airport Planning -A Historical Perspective
Much of the airport planning literature written twenty years ago is still applicable to
the development of airports. Because airports today are an important element in
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the national infrastructure, focus must be put upon the provision of "...greater
service by facilitating more intensive use and facilities through better management
and reorganization of operations."1

Historically, airports were developed quickly to meet enormous increases in traffic.
Today, as demands in traffic continue to grow, airports and their current locations
and facilities are not adequately meeting the demands. In this situation, does one
build an additional airport or continue developing the one that is currently being
used? Because of costs and land availability, priority should be given to maximizing
the existing airport, through physical and operational improvements. If demand
surpasses the improvements, then other sites should be explored for split airport
services: e.g., one domestic, one international; or separate facilities for cargo or
general aviation. Overall, there needs to be a comprehensive plan that can be
updated over time to keep up with demand, and prepare for the future.

There are several questions that airport planners need to address: What are the
functions of terminals? What is the relationship between the airport and the region?
What is the role and future of the airport in the competitive environment of
alternative airports and modes of transport? And, within this general framework,
how are individual preferences, social values, and the cultural context analyzed?

Over the past twenty years, airports have also become addicted to relying on up-to-
date technologies: plane to trains, automation of baggage, etc.... Admittedly, there
is a need for advanced technology. A train going to the plane is a good idea, and
provides potential for easy access to other parts of the city. However, costs
associated with the service may be prohibitive. Planners must address the
concerns that sufficient ridership will merit the costs of developing that type of
infrastructure, and consider who the service really serves. Emphasis also needs to
be put on the development of regional infrastructure with the airport's needs and
goals- if one does arrive by train or bus, can the traveler gain access to other
facilities? What is the process through which major decisions are made: Autocratic,
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or public participation? In the United States, there tends to be some form of public
participation. What is the function and design of the terminals? Is there criteria for
"good" design?

Airport terminals must serve passengers (who are originating, transfering, and
arriving), the airlines, and the airport operations that vary daily, weekly and
seasonally. There is no one way to plan an airport its' terminal functions. Some
airports are used the same amount by all airlines, others, such as Miami are hubs
for one particular airline which tends to dominate. Basically, the terminal can range
from being airport controlled with airlines having plaques that move depending upon
their location, to the other end of this spectrum where one airline controls and builds
its terminal facility and the airport has very little influence on how matters are run, or
where concessions are placed.

The design of the airport influences the nature of the loads needed to be
accommodated: traffic distribution among airports depends upon the availability
and location of services. One needs to understand the configurations of airports
and their relationships to the entire transportation network. Speed and cost (as a
function of both time and money) impact how people decide to move between
places.

c) Access Between Airport and Region Served
How people arrive at, move around, and depart from an airport is important to their
sense of experience and place. Recently arriving at and departing from Montreal's
Dorval airport was unpleasant: there was very little and quite confusing signage.
Dorval is rememberable only as being a confusing place. However, waiting for a
flight at Pittsburgh's airport was quite enjoyable: shopping at The Body Shop, and
being able to eat at a real restaurant- as opposed to fast food courts, is remarkable.

Similarly, getting to and from an airport is important. Is ground access to the airport
easy? Does one get caught up in traffic that is not going to the airport? Are there
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modes of choice- especially when one has luggage? Boston's Logan Airport can be
difficult to get to when one has luggage- one either has to take a car or a taxi or
brave the subway. The subway with all the changes in lines and steps to conquer is
not a pleasant experience when trying to determine how to carry three bags. As a
consequence, passengers tend to take a taxi or are dropped off when going to and
from the airport, causing congestion on the roadways to increase dramatically .

Ground access from the airport presents other issues. When a passenger arrives
in a city for a first time, the question after retrieving luggage inevitably is how to get
to the hotel or appointment. The choices seem to be a taxi or rental car. How often
is information clear enough to be able to figure out how to take the public bus or
train?

Some airports - particularly the airport authority in Washington DC- have started
publishing magazines that not only have information about what is happening at
airports in general, but also provide maps and information on how to get to, from
and around the airport system. They also provide information on general
rates/fares for traveling certain popular routes. This form of information is very
useful, and provides a visitor with information that may not be available from one
information booth.

In looking at the various types of access to airports, specific issues arise:
i) Automobile travel

In the United States, the automobile is probably the most frequented mode of
choice for gaining access. Airports earn profit from the parking fees, and they
have thought it not in their best interest to eliminate the seas of parking garages.
This needs to be rethought: is there a way to replace the parking for other modal
choices and amenities which will provide income? Can airport surcharges/taxes
replace the revenue loss?
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ii) High Speed travel to/from airport
Is this an appropriate access form, and what problems does this solve? Is the
investment really an effective way to improve air transportation? Options include:

" Limited Access Highway (Dulles Airport) or HOV lanes: There is an underlying
assumption that there will be low congestion, but this is only successful until
the road intersects with regional roads

" Rail (Munich, Amsterdam, Philadelphia): Rail tends to be most successful
when it is not a terminating point. As a termination point, all the traffic must be
airport generated to qualify for a stop at that point. In many situations, it is not
the passengers, but the employees of the airport who constitute the ridership.
In these cases, a transit line that is connected to the downtown business
district is not servicing the employees who would need a service connection to
their residential area. Generally speaking, airports which have substantial
passenger volumes in excess of 20million passengers can justify a station2

" Off-airport terminals: where collective transport is used to move passengers to
the gates and airport. Check in may be done at these off-site locations:
Boston's Route 3 location and the Tokyo City Air Terminal are two examples.

* Helicopters: These are generally uneconomical and require another mode to
provide connection between the heliopad and the aircraft.

iii) Public transportation
While public transportation systems, such as buses and rail transit, are viewed as
services for all people, the implementation of this system in relation to an airport is
problematic. Whom does the system serve? Often, a system has a terminating
branch at an airport, but the ridership is not enough to make it a viable operation.
The flip side is that there is a system that serves a region with a stop in proximity
to the airport. It does not serve the airport when multiple mode changes are
required. Boston's Logan Airport is an example of this by requiring the rider to
access the Blue Line and take a shuttle bus between the "T" station and
terminals.
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Figures 2,3: Images from The
Airtity, by H. McKinley

d) Growth Trends at Airports
Since the late 1970s, air travel has grown rapidly. With deregulation in the airline
industry came competition between airlines and relative declines in airfares. Air
travel has also increased due to the individual's desire to go to places that would be
prohibitive without access to airplanes.

As part of the suburban myth in the 1960s and early 70s, there are images of
everyone having their single family home, with garage for both car and airplane. In
these "Planned Airport Communities," the house would front on a street on one
side, and a "runway" on the other side (figures 2,3).3 While air travel has not
become quite as second nature as owning a car, it is being used more and more.
Instead of saving days of travel: plane versus boat, it is now a question of
convenience, time and money: airplane or Amtrak? For short shuttle flights, it may
be less expensive to take the plane.
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Airports in general are faced with increasing demands in passenger traffic, and
need to adopt long term plans for existing facilities. As these increases continue,
new plans need to be adopted.

Some of the increasing demand and capacity may be handled with new technology.
For example, if an airport can only accommodate a certain number of aircraft for
landing and take-off, improved air traffic control, smaller separations between
aircrafts, and increased aircraft capacity.

As more passengers create demand for a given airport, several considerations
need to be evaluated. One is planning for the existing facility to adapt to higher
volumes. This can be done through management strategies, where flights are
spread out more evenly throughout the day, as opposed to bunching as they are
now. This appraoch can be seen at Logan Airport and Luis Munoz Marin Airport.
Another alternative is to increase the physical capacity of the airport- both landside
and airside. In the United States, it is difficult to expand an airport facility infinitely
due to physical constraints of site lines, and it is equally difficult to create an airport
where it has not existed before. Instead, one has to make the most of the existing
facility to meet traffic demands.

At some point, an existing facility will no longer meet overall needs and either a
relocation of the airport will be studied, or the development of a multi-airport system
will be considered. New York City is a prime example of a multi-airport system
approach. Ten years ago, Kennedy served international traffic, and La Guardia
served domestic. Today, Newark, acting as a hub for Continental and SAS, is part
of the system. All three are managed by a joint partnership of the Port Authority of
New York and New Jersey.

Most airports are still expanding within their existing facilities/ site location. The
airport's major client has been the airline. If the airline is happy, then it will stay,
and therefore passengers will come. Because of this relationship, physical change
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at airports is often controlled by the airlines. The airport can therefore be at the
mercy of a given airline. If that airline goes out of business, seldom do other
airlines want their old facility. They all want their own customized terminal area.
Likewise, each airline has its way of designing and doing things, and these may not
be in the best interest of the passenger ro the airport as an entity.

Change has begun at some American airports. Many European airports have a
centralized management structure, where the airlines are only one of the clients.
Passenger needs are finally beginning to be part of the airport development
process. The reality of the industry today is that airlines are basically as transient as
the passengers. No one really knows who will be in business five or ten years form
now. Given that airports are such an important part of each region's economic
viability and infrastructure, it is within the airport's best interest to develop and plan
for themselves. Logan Airport for example, has 30-day leases for each gate
position based upon usage. This discourages the big airlines with money in the
bank from sitting on optimal gate positions- regardless of whether they need them
or not.

e) General Airport Design
From a passenger's viewpoint, airports are split into two areas: landside and
airside. Landside refers to the areas extending from the entrance to the airport
property to the security point. Actual functions include: the access road, drop-off
and pick-up areas, curb-side, parking, ticketing and baggage check, baggage claim,
and security. Airside refers to the function between security and the runway. It
includes the gates, the planes, and aprons/ runways. At airside, passengers are
primarily concerned with the gate and departure lounge areas.

The function of a terminal is basically as a connector between the aircraft and the
vehicles use for ground transportation. This thesis is focusing upon the intersection
of the terminal and ground transportation. Types of users include:
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arriving/departing passengers with or without bags, transfers, and visitors. Basic
terminal layouts are:

Overall Structure:

i) Centroid:
Check-in, baggage handling and auxiliary services all are located in one building. Ir
general, this promotes intensive use of a facility and results in lower costs overall. I
is better for transfer passengers and has simpler access issues for public
transportation. However, passengers are forced to navigate through a busy place,
and distances between aircraft and curbs can be larger. La Guardia is an example.

ii) Linear
The passenger is dropped off near the gate. Generally there are separate systems
for baggage handling and check-in and therefore higher operating costs . Dallas
Fort Worth is an example.

iii) Open Apron/ Transporter
One centralized facility, but passengers are transported to the gate area- Dulles is
an example: the terminal caters to international passengers, while the satellites
cater to domestic travel. Although space is conserved, a confusing environment for
the passenger is created.

ates

-.I
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iv) Satellite:
Generally circular, all gates are within equal distances. This is good when terminal
gate space is not possible, and linear expansion is prohibited. Pittsburgh's airport is
an example. Emphasis must be given to airside/ landside differences.

I

I -
v) Pier

Piers can occur as satellites (Atlanta) or as part of the terminal building. Because of
their linear organization, walks can be long and transfers difficult.

e Y Configuration (Newark).
This congiguration is generally used to maximize existing gates. Genreally, the
walk is lengthy from the main termial to the "Y" shape.

9T or Hammerhead (Logan's Terminal C)
This is similar to the "Y" configuration, but it provides better sight lines for
passengers, and is more direct.
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I I .... .I. I--" Parallel (Atlanta)
Often, when it is impossible to create an acceptable passenger environment
within the exisitng terminal, satellite piers are created. An Automated Guidence
Transit (AGT) and tunnel system provides as an underground connector.
Transfers are difficult, but this strategy is the best for long term planning: piers are
built as needed, or closed as needed. The result is a minimization of perceived
empty building spaces. 1000 foot distances are needed between piers.

" Finger Pier (Fiumicino)
If the facility can expand a small amount (and within acceptable passenger
walking distances), finger piers are one solution. Unlike the Y and T
configurations, where all the gates merge into one path leading into the terminal,
this configuration has separate points of entry for each pier.

Very few airports have only one configuration, although Atlanta is an exception.
Many airports have terminals that are builts as one form, and due to requirements
and physical constraints, have expanded in ways that maiximizes a given situation.

Besides the physical orientation of the piers, another major issue is whether the
airport is operationally centralized or decentralized, and if it allows for expansions.
Examples:

Atlanta, Pittsburgh as centralized
Logan, and Miami as decentralized
Amsterdam Schipol as hybrid
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PARIS/DE GAULLE
(AIR FRANCE)

FNGER PIER

TRANsPORTERS

Figure 4, top, Figure 5, middle, and
Figure 6, bottom (old Atlanta)
Diagrams from R. de Neufville's book
Airport Systems Planning.

EASTERN'SSHUTTLE

NEW YORK ILA GUARDIA

i) Centralized:
There is a central processing facility that handles all passengers. Gates are
either attached or satellites. High emphasis is placed on technology for handling
check-ins and baggage. The "terminal" is split more heavily: landside is
consolidated, airside remains separate by satellites, piers and transporter
concepts.

ii) Decentralized:
Terminals handle airside and landside at smaller increments. This is fairly
standard for the majority of American airports. In Europe where the airports are
more centrally managed, other variations occur.

Other issues:
Other issues that concern airport design include choices that are made concerning
curbside configuration, the vertical scale of the terminal, its type of connectors, and
how passengers board the airplanes. In reality, most airports tend to be a little bit
of everything as they have grown over time to meet their needs. Hybrids include:
1) Gate arrival and finger piers such as La Guardia (figure 4)
2) Gate arrival and transporters (de Gaulle) figure 5
3) Finger Piers and Transporters (old Atlanta) figure 64

f) Usage Patterns
As traffic increases at airports, so do the functions they serve. While most people
view airports as serving the passengers, they in fact make up only one third of the
users.5 Another third is comprised of employees of both the airlines and the airport.
The last third is composed of delivery vans, sales representatives, service vehicles,
etc.

Each of these user groups changes over time, and all have to be accommodated
within the facility, both through airport access and physical design. Because the
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Figure 7, top, diagram of Dallas/Forth Worth
with central access road from de Neufville's
book. Bottom, Figure 8, M tiami
International Airport Plan from tourist map

focus of this thesis is upon the passenger, the following discussion looks at issues
that primarily impact passenger/visitor arrangements. They can be broken down
into two categories: First: the general structure of the airport that is changing; and
second, the type of traveler that is also changing.

General structure:
Airports have been designed and built for certain types of traffic. Typically, an
airport may have been built as a major origin/destination region, and therefore its
terminal design and access roads were created to accommodate that type of traffic
well. However, as economies change, so do regional needs. This airport may now
serve transfer 90% of the time, and have minimal origin/destination traffic. What
works for one type of traffic, may not work well for the other.

The Dallas/Forth Worth Airport is a good example of an airport that has experienced
significant changes in types of passenger traffic. It was designed and built as an
origin/destination airport. Most passengers were either leaving from the Dallas
area, or arriving and going to someplace in the Dallas area. The configuration (see
Figure 7) works well from this perspective. There is an easy connection from the
drop off areas to the terminal. The landside is linear arrival, and the airside is gate
arrival. It provides for an easy and short trip between the door of the car/taxi/bus to
the door of the airplane.

Since deregulation, airlines have tended to have airports that serve as transfer
points between flights. The number of flights have increased to more areas, but the
physical length of these flights has decreased. The airports where these transfers
occur are called "hubs." Dallas/Fort Worth is now the hub for American's East/West
Coast traffic. For passengers transferring between planes this may cause
problems. No longer is the distance minimized between modes. Instead, having to
go from one terminal to another is multi-modal, and takes significant amounts of
time. Additionaly, the passenger has to leave the secure area, and re-enter at an
other point. Most airports are not like this, in fact many are like big wheels for
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landside, and have off-shooting piers for airside (Miami- see figure 8). Basically,
more care needs to be given to master planning airports that can accommodate
airline industry changes.

By designing for one particular type of passenger traffic well, it limits the ease of
use for other types. The ideal airport design would accommodate all types of traffic
well. However, this is impossible to do, and so compromises need to be made,
resulting in middle of the road design that serves all functions adequately. As part
of the design process, one may want to think about general organization of landside
airside. Many airports today have terminals that are split landside/airside. Some
have developed a centralized strategy, where passengers check-in and pick up
bags in one facility, and get shuttled out to a particular terminal for their flights. This
approach will be addressed specifically in regard to Puerto Rico in a later section.

User Needs
The second issue concerning users is the identity of actual passengers, their needs
and the available technologies that impact them. The people who travel on
business tend to have a different mentality than those who are traveling for
pleasure. On business trips, spaces need to be available for quick check-ins,
especially when traveling without baggage. Places to conduct business
(conference rooms, private telephones, plugs for lap-tops) are important. While
most airline clubs have these facilities, not all people belong to them. Having a
general airport area that can accommodate these business needs is important.

For people traveling for pleasure, the whole experience of the trip is part of the
"vacation," not just the destination. Given that an airport is the first and last thing
one sees of a region/country/city, the impressions are important, and contribute to
the experiences overall. The earlier example of Dorval, as a confusing
environment, can add unnecessary stress to the taveller.
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Commercial Opportunities
Besides general issues regarding ease of orientation and movement between
functions, another important question relates to how the spaces are organized and
programmed. The presence of concessions is important, and is expected: food,
newsstands and etc. What really sets an airport apart is the quality and type of
facilitates provided. Real restaurants, shops and bookstores contribute greatly, and
are appreciated. Pittsburgh Airport is a good example. People actually arrive at the
airport early and eat at TGIF's or one of the other restaurants before they leave.
Portland, Oregon also has a good list of amenities as listed on the World Wide
Web: Body Natural, Dogs and Cats, Made In Oregon, The Nike Store, Powell's
Books and Tie Rack are examples. According to the Washington Flyer Magazine,
Seattle's airport has a massage service located for transfers between domestic and
international flights to Asia. The premise is that people who get off a ten hour plane
ride may have sore muscles from the airplane seats. Who can argue with that
logic? And having a choice of books from a real bookstore (like Barnes and Nobles
or Doubleday) rather than the 10 best sellers at the newsstands is another service.

The location of these facilities is also important. Having them along the route from
the ticketing area to security is important. It is important to extend the amenities
over into the airside. If your flight is delayed an hour, do you really feel like walking
back down the corridor, out past security to buy a book? Would it not be better to
have similar facilities at the gate areas?

Some airports also recognize that there are different age groups who use the
facilities. Terminal C at Logan airport has two interesting facilities. One is a
children's play area. The second- and very successful- is the locataion of two
kinetic sculptures along the path from the ticket counters to security. Children can
watch the balls bounce up and down and adults can spend twenty minutes figuring
out how the sculpture works. Likewise, San Francisco has displays along the
concourse connecting security to the gate areas. Instead of being a long sterile
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corridor with a moving sidewalk, there are also displays that change. A gentleman
interviewed for this thesis, was quite adamant about wanting the diaper change to
be easily accessible to both men and women. Right now, they tend to be located
within, or adjacent to, women's rest rooms.

While the humanizing of the airports has grown, it generally has only reached a
"mall" quality- which is not necessarily good. There are two final issues that impact
users. One is "E-Ticketing" -an electronic ticketing process that , if one travels
without luggage, completely removes the need for passengers to use landside
facilities. They are going to need easy , unencumbered access to security. Having
facilities on the other side will become more important.

Another issue is that airplane sizes are changing. In general, they seem to be
becoming larger. Airports will need to accommodate them both on the runways,
and at the gates. Are plans included to do so? The second is the general issue of
changes in fleet sizes. Generally airports seem to cater to a certain amount of the
different types of aircraft. If this percentage changes, can the gates still be used in
an optimal fashion?

g) Closing statement:
In general, airports are a changing environment, where past assumptions about
both users (airlines and passengers) and design may not be valid tofday. It is
necessary to develop strategies and management structures in order to
accommodate change in a timely fashion. This section has developed the functional
questions and issues which need to be addressed. The next section will investigate
Puerto Rico, and the islands culture as a form of identity.

De Neufville, R. Airport Systems Planning. p.3
2 ibid, p. 83

Conway, McKinley The Airport City. chapter 6
de Neufville,. p. 1 17

5 ibid, p. 85
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Figure 9: Caribbean region

1i1. Puerto Rico
a) Puerto Rico- general
Located a thousand miles south-east of Florida, Puerto Rico is considered by some
to be the "hub" of the Caribbean, complimenting Miami's role as the "hub" of
Latin/South America (see Figure 9).1 Like many of the surrounding islands, (Cuba
especially), Puerto Rico has an old and rich history of development.

"Founded" in 1493 by Europeans, Puerto Rico was not formally "settled" until Ponce
de Leon surveyed the land in 1508 and founded the city of Caparra. Because of the
distance to a port, relocation to the islet of San Juan followed soon after. Spain's
objectives for founding cities in the Caribbean included: converting inhabitants to
Catholicism; exploiting and extracting island resources; colonizing new areas; and
most importantly, establishing and defending a trade system. As a result, native
populations diminished quickly. Towns continued to develop, and the trade system
grew due to relaxed conditions with Spain. Consequently, Puerto Rico's status
globally changed dramatically through the expansion of legal commerce with
foreign countries2 . Today much of Puerto Rico is a result of North American
industrialization layered on top of the original Spanish developments.

Physically, Puerto Rico is one hundred miles long, and thirty miles wide, and is
composed of many micro-climates. The north side, where Old San Juan is located,
is hot and humid, with a rain forest. The south side, where Ponce is located, is hot
and arid, and considered a desert climate. The island is divided by a mountain
range that provides for a cooler climate. While the majority of visitors spend their
time in the San Juan area, the tourism bureau stresses the diversity of both climate
and culture.
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b) Cultural Aspects
When studying Puerto Rico, there are three design and aesthetic issues that are
important to its culture at various scales: the Laws of the Indies which define a
hierarchy of paths and places; the presence of gateways and screens; and the trees
which invade all well used civic spaces. These attributes, relevant in the design of
the airport in later sections of this thesis, are not specific only to Puerto Rico. They
are present in many of the Spanish Colonial cultures of the Latin/ South Americas.

LAWS OF THE INDIES3

As mentioned above, Puerto Rico is a product of several centuries of Spanish
colonialism and North American industry. Probably one of the most influential
factors in the development of San Juan and Puerto Rico, at least as perceived
today, were the Laws of the Indies. These laws conveyed a way and process for
thinking about urban spaces.

In Spain, a comprehensive connection of port cities with those inland was
developed at the end of the Arabs' reign in 1492. The city became a symbol of
empire, and "supremacy" of culture. In 1573, under the reign of Philip II, the Laws of
the Indies were written based upon the development process of the prior hundred
years. These Laws were used as a means to influence the colonization process. It
is important to note that these laws defined a process, not a product, for urban
development.

The Laws of the Indies governed nearly every aspect of life, and created a ruling
system that gave privileged Spanish landholders higher esteem than the artisans,
workers, and natives. A framework was defined for land distribution , and
represented a process of layout rather than the type of city to be developed. Hence
the gridiron plan- the most expeditious way to lay out a town, as well as the one that
provided the most control. The laws also made reference to the positioning of
certain activities. The streets, plazas, arcades were conditioned by the settlers'
interpretation of the vague prescriptions by the planners. Directions of streets and
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LI
Figure 10: Central
plaza, accessed by
corner streets.

alleys were laid in lines of divisions between the four winds so that the forces of the
winds were shut out from homes and the lines of houses.

Plaza: Historically, the plaza has played many roles, including town and religious
centers. In some cases the plaza served both purposes. The Laws of the Indies
attempted to separate the every day civic life from the secular life. In the event of
development of the islands, the town itself was a fortification- mixing the arsenal
with the church would have been seen as a contradiction- at least on the surface.
In the smaller towns, the church was placed in the center plaza given the physical
size of the actual town. If the town were in a port, the plaza should be at the
harborside; if inland, the plaza should be in the center of the town.

Rectangular in shape, the plazas were to have a minimum width to length ratio of
1:1.5. The size should be proportionate to the number of inhabitants, and should be
no less than 60 meters wide, and 90 meters long, and no greater than 161 m wide
and 242m long. The recommended dimension was 121 m wide and 182m long.
Figure 10, diagrams this spatial configuration. These plazas are still the focal point
of each town. It is here where people gather, where modes of transportation meet,
and people shop.

Streets: Four main streets were to run from the middle of each side of the plaza,
and two streets from each corner of the plaza. Arcades should line the buildings
around the plaza, as well as the four principal streets. These arcades should not
block the juncture with the plaza. After implementation of the Laws, the tendency
was to have the main plaza and one street serve as the primary activity areas.

Notable Buildings: The church, palace, town hall, customs house, and arsenal
were considered to be primary buildings. As referenced above, the church was
placed in its own plaza separate from the civic life. The other buildings mentioned
were be placed in the town plaza.
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Figure 11: Larger city
layout

Block Patterns:
While the scales of blocks, arrangements of rooms/spaces within buildings, and
scales of sites were not defined by the Laws, there were some recommended
ideas. For example, in hot places, the streets should be narrow to provide shade.
For scales of blocks, Tomas Lopez's Ideal Urban Plan of 1787 conveyed that 7
blocks by 7 blocks with the center left for the plaza and the church adjacent to it
was a preferable arrangement (see Figure 11).

While the Laws provided the framework, individuals filled in the patterns of blocks
and buildings. The result is a rich diversity of building forms, uses, spaces and
colors.

SCREENS and PASSAGES: POINTS OF ACCESS
Within the cities and town in Puerto Rico, a prevailing design feature is the
perception of flowing space. Seldom is there a strict definition between the public
and private worlds similar to those in New York City where there is clear seperation
between the sidewalk (public space) and the interior of a building (private). In
Puerto Rico, there are "constant" transitions of path into place into path. It is often
diffincult to label a space as public or private. Through the use of arcades and
other physical devices, the in between spaces are created that serve as transitions
from the public to private. The physical and perceptual elements are important.
While there are many passages to move through, there are an equal amount that
are physically barred, but still provide a view through and into something else. This
is a common element to design, but Puerto Rico does it particularily well.

Gateways are a point of transition, a joint that connects paths and places.
Transitions may occur between types of spaces, like a gate that connects a
walkway with a garden. They also act as connections between the public and
private realms. More so than paths and places, gateways are very much a product
of their environment, specifically social context. How a person understands that a
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space is a form of gateways is based upon both the physical and perceptual
impression that is given.

I) Physical
Physical transitions are fairly easy to define: a gate, a window, a doorway, a

set of steps.

ii) Perceptual
A person's perception of a transition may differ from what physically is there.
A closed iron gate, may physically prohibit entry, but visually invite the
passerby to look in, and, in essence, provide a form of admittance. This
may occur at many levels and in most part is based upon what the culture
deems as "acceptable." Another example, which is relevant in the New
England area, are steps outside of townhouses . There is an unspoken rule
that allows passing pedestrians to sit and use the lower steps. However, the
occupants of the building have a claim to the top portion of these steps.
There is an invisible threshold on the steps that is culturally implied.

Figures 12,13. Top, view through
hall into a layering of spaces.
Bottom, view through locked gate
into an open courtyard.
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TREES
A second important cultural component in Puerto Rico is the presence and useage
of trees. While they were not part of the original plan in the Laws, they have
become an important part of the culture and serve as societal organizing devices.
As a physical element, trees provide shade from the sun and protection from the
rains. But they also provide the basis for activities within the plazas, parks and
places in general.

A busy plaza has trees, generally Banyon, around the peri meterand they function
at all levels. People tend to sit at their bases, waiting for friends, watching people
move across the plazas. People also gather around and under trees for political
rallies, and other activities. The leaders stand on the roots of the trees in order to
be higher than the surrounding groups and speak. The umbrella of the tree also
has a life to itself with other plant spores growing in the branches, making it a home
to animals.

As will be developed in Section V, each of these attributes will play an important
role in the design proposal for the Luis Munoz Marin Airport.

Figures 14,15,16. Top, view of
small park in Old San Juan where
people use only the shaded space.
Middle, is view along plaza edge
in Ponce. Bottom, Is central
plaxza in bayamon, where people
prefer to site at the base of a tree,
then on benches.
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c) San Juan Metropolitan Area
The Luis Munoz Marin airport serves the whole island; however, there are several
projects underway in the San Juan area that will have direct impact upon the
airport. These impacts will come in two forms: First, access to and from the airport;
and second, the Tourism Bureau's desire to improve the image of Puerto Rico,
particularly for arriving and departing visitors.

TRANSPORTATION and AIRPORT ACCESS
The transportation system to/from San Juan was another major force in the
development of the San Juan region. In 1872, due to expansion pressures and
health hazards, Fernando Cordoba prepared a housing development, park system
and boulevard system. Everything would be linked by tramways and a steam ferry
to Catano. Along, and from these routes other cities grew, such as Rio Piedras.

Today, Puerto Rico has developed into an automobile-based economy. Not only is
owning a car a status symbol, but it is also a necessity. For those who do not have
access to cars, Publicos (the private van taxi system) are widely used. Those who
live within the San Juan Metropolitan Area may use the AMA bus system, but it is
currently unreliable, and Metrobus serves only a small corridor. The Agua Guagua,
or water taxi, barely functions, and the publicos are localized services so transfers
are usually required. The net result is that the services which people require are no
longer part of the local communities; such basic elements of life such as grocery
stores, jobs, are now a commute. In sum, residents of the San Juan Metropolitan
Area really have no choice but to use cars, and this is contributing to a weakening
of the community and the social fabric of the area.

Currently, there is one car for every two people within the SJMA, or 1.85 vehicles
per household.4 The transportation modal split is: 86.5% use private cars, 6.8%
use Publicos, 3.8% use the public bus, and 3% use other modes. These statistics
apply to 1990, but since then, automobile ownership has continued to increase and
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continues to overwhelm the existing roads and highways. Plans are underway to
provide limited access to some of the roads in order to help control congestion.

Existing public transit is comprised of three modes: AMA, which is a publicly
operated bus system, Metrobus, and the Publicos. AMA, while it is the official bus
system, has had dramatic declines in ridership due to poor service in such areas as
quality, frequency, and lack of information for riders.

Tren Urbano
Since the 1960s, a transit line has been under consideration for connecting the San
Juan Metropolitan Area. It was not until 1994 that plans were undertaken to begin
to fulfill this vision. The transit line, Tren Urbano, has been designed to be
implemented over four phases. The first one, which connects the edge of Santurce
with Bayamon, has submitted an Environmental Impact Statement and plans to
begin construction in late 1996, or early 1997. The second phase will split from the
first line in Rio Piedras and continue east to Carolina. The third phase will continue
the line from Santurce up and into the Luis Munoz Marin International Airport. And,
Phase four will be for Tren Urbano to enter Old San Juan from Santurce (See
Figure 18).

Tren Urbano is a multi-phased project that will eventually include a terminating
branch at the airport. The location of the station at the airport has not been
resolved, and will be studied further in this thesis. There is a significant question of
who this transit system really serves. People arriving at the airport from abroad will
probably be traveling with baggage and may not want to negotiate transit.
However, given that one-third of the airport users are employees, they may
represent a potential market. Given that the majority of the employees work in
Carolina (south of the airport), the transit system should be extended throughout he
airport to the Carolina stop.
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Autoridad Metropolitana Autobuses (AMA)
Another impact on the airport and region is the proposed Transit Center by AMA-
the public bus system. A reduction in the number of routes accessing the airport
is taking place. Eventually there will be only two routes going to and from the
airport. AMA is establishing a network of "transit centers" around the San Juan
region that will serve as intermodal facilities (car-to-bus, pedestrian-to-bus, bus-to-
bus). The nearest proposed transit center is along Isle Verde on airport property
(see Figure 18). Until the airport can generate more ridership, no transit center will
be planned for the actual terminal area.

Other infrastructure impacts include highway improvements, that will create limited
access points to the road surface, and will therefore increase traffic speed due to
less entering and exiting of cars. This means that access by car to and from the
airport will be easier. The long term prospect is that the high traffic volume roads,
that are partially highway or arteries, would become roads where access is
controlled primarily by on-off ramps and occasionally by signaled intersections.
Another impact on transportation is the presence of Publicos, a privatized taxi/van
system. This system is island wide, and many people rely on its services.

TOURISM
Tourism is one of the major industries for Puerto Rico. Large amounts of money
have been invested, and people come to the island on planes and cruise ships. Old
San Juan is a prime tourist feature, but there are other attractions as well: the rain
forest (El Yunque), Ponce, Arecibo, and the phosphorescent bodies of water. For
visitors to the island by cruise ship, a relatively new port has been created, and the
city of Old San Juan has rebuilt its plazas and public spaces. A strong and positive
image is conveyed upon entering by cruise ship. The airport is another story. The
only signs indicating that one has arrived in Puerto Rico are potted palms and
small kiosk wagons with flags of Puerto Rico.
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Culturally, you have an inclination of where you are only when trying to get your bag
from the baggage claim belt, and when you exit into the hot sun into the crowds of
people who have come to pick up their loved ones. Quite simply, you could be in
Miami, Lima or some other "Latin" place. With the possibility of the Summer
Olympics coming in the early 2000s, it would be desirable to have an image of the
island for travelers.

d) Summary:
There are several practical issues to consider when looking at the airport. The most
relevant is the issue of access- the modes and how they enter the airport is
important, as well as the possible connections to the rest of the island. However,
one must also consider how to select the elements that define Puerto Rico and its
experiences and bring them into the airport environment. Again, it is back to the
dichotomy of practical/functional requirements, and those of cultural origins. A
more important issue is how to take these events- Tren Urbano, AMA transit
centers, and Tourism- and incorporate them into the airport's future. The next
section of this thesis focuses upon the requirements set forth by Puerto Rico's Port
Authority. Very little of the airport's goals coincide with the overall picture for the
San Juan Region. Unfortunately, this is common in many cities, and represents lost
opportunities. The next chapter examines the role of the airport in San Juan and
the long term plans that have been developed. These plans have not been
developed in conjunction with the concepts brought forth in this chapter.

1 Puerto Rico Tourism Bureau, p.1
2 Sepulveda, Anibal. San Juan de Puerto Rico: Growth of a Caribbean Capital City. p.207

3 Frontado, "Las Leyes de Indias..." ppl4-59.

4 Comite Para el Desarello Economico de Puerto Rico, Inc. "Transportation Plan for Greater San Juan" p.5
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Figure 19: Aerial view of the Luis
Munoz Marin Airport (TRA-BV).

IV. Luis Munoz Marin International Airport Issues

a) General Description of Airport and its Environs
Located within the Municipality of Carolina, the Luis Munoz Marin International
Airport is part of the San Juan Metropolitan Area, and is 7 miles east of Old San
Juan. The airport occupies 1,615 acres and is surrounded by highways, water and
wetlands on all sides: To the north is the Atlantic Ocean, separated from the airport
by a highway and strip of beach; to the south is a residential community of Los
Angeles, that separates the airport from the San Jose Lagoon (which borders the
airport on the south and the west); and to the east is another lagoon and that is
bounded on it's east side by the Picones Natural Reserve. See Figure 19.

While many of the Port Authority officials feel that the Luis Munoz Main International
Airport (LMMI) is working at capacity, an argument can be made that it is not. With
runways at 8000 and 10000 feet, these are longer than the two runways at
LaGuardia, (both 7000 feet), which has a capacity of close to 16 million passengers
a year. LMMI handles 9.2 million passengers a year. The Puerto Rico Port
Authority has indicated that they have developed plans to split the functions of the
current passenger terminal by relocating international flights to an airport base on
the north west side of the island (Aguadilla). This would mean a two hour drive for
persons flying in from non-US cities and would makes transfers exceedingly
difficult. Plan are also uinderway to relocate General Aviation to a nearby airfield
within the San Juan area. This split of functions is based upon the view that hte
current airport cannot handle increased capacities. However, this thesis develops a
plan where passenger facilites can all remain at the current location.
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Figure 20: Growth of passengers/
year since the 1970s.

Passenger Traffic
The past five years have represented a period of significant growth in passenger
travel to and from Puerto Rico's main airport. Rising from 5 million passengers a
year in the late 1970s-early 80s, passenger travel now exceeds 9 million passengers
a year (See Figure 20). This growth has been caused by two developments: The
first is the presence of American Airlines, and their desire to create a Caribbean Hub
in Puerto Rico. The second is the increase in advertising that the Tourism Bureau
has undertaken.
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b) Site Analysis
The airport site is used for passenger and cargo movements, with support areas for
each, and serves as a homebase for the Puerto Rican Air National Guard
(PRANG). The airport property shape is defined by the runway configuration: two
runways that are in an "open V" configuration. The converging end is on the west
side, where passenger facilities are also located. The diverging end (east) is split

N*UW

Figure 21: Exisitng Land Use at the
LMMI airport
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between the PRANG, cargo, and support. Access is split east-west depending
upon the area one is visited. See Figure 21 for exisitng Land Use.

The Luis Munoz Marin International Airport is in a point of transition. In 1989, a
Master Plan was published that provided a planning and development process for a
twenty year period. Through forecasting, projections were made for the future
airport demand and capacity. Currently, a new Master Plan is being developed to
update the 1989 plan. As discussed in Section 11, the airport planning process is
imperfect, because the future is truly unknown. All numbers put forward by the Port
Authority have been viewed in this thesis as guidelines for desirable goals. The
"when" and "how" are difficult to project correctly for twenty years. Even over the
past six years, the objectives have changed, and the projected forecasts have
changed. While new numbers have been generated, this thesis uses the goals set
forth in 1989, and amended based on interviews with the current administration.

Port Authority's Goals
As discussed above, the airport's goals used for this thesis are based upon those
proposed in 1989, and have been updated based upon more recent data and
interviews of the newer administration.

Based upon interviews in August, 1995, the Port Authority has seven general
objectives:

i) Consolidated ground transportation with a centralized dispatch system.

ii) Improved image of the airport, through better signage, music, displays.

iii) Improved customer service and customer amenities.

iv) Even loading between the terminals.

v) Better cooperation between the airline customers.
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vi) Ensuring that both runways are functional for take-offs and landings.
vii) Expansion of facilities for increases in capacity of passengers, cargo and

aircraft.

The Port Authority definitely wants to expand the airport. However, given its land-
locked configuration, there are only several physical areas where growth can
occur. Part of the process has to include organization of the land that is existing to
meet future goals. Figure 22 is a map produced for the 1989 Master Plan that
identifies some of these areas. It should be noted that a good portion includes
development of wetland areas. Arrangements have been made for other areas of
the island to be given to supplement the "loss" of the natural reserve. Currently
construction is underway at the airport (a new taxiway over the access road),
eliminates some of the identified developable land.

Figure 22: Constriants and
Opportunites. Black signifies the

constraints, grey signifies potential
growth areas
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In conjunction with the land that has been targeted as "developable," there are
additional factors that make each piece more or less desirable- depending upon its'
location. Given the Port Authority's goals, there are both constraints and
opportunities for the given land configuration. The most basic constraint is that the
site is land-locked, and current projects underway are increasing this problem. The
major opportunities arise in reconfiguring the central part of the airport site itself.

Becasue of changes in administrations and individual objectives, it is difficult to
reflect accurately the Port Authority's desired "goals". The table below proposes a
plan based on several sources: the Director of Aviation Planning, the Director of the
the Luis Munoz Main Airport, and past officials with these roles. The projected
numbers will be used as the "working basis" upon which the design in Section VI is
generated.

1995 2010

Airport Land Area 1,615 acres same
Terminal size (sq. ft) 928,440 1,356,928
Terminal Land: acres 90 160
Gates: terminal 48 79
Runways 2- one for t-off &l, one 2 -both operational

only for L
Passenger Processing/hour for 2,101 4,103
enplanements'
Cargo Facilities Land: acres 35 90
Cargo Facilities (sq. ft) 300,000 680,000
Annual Pax. Volume 7,425,269 12m (16m TRA forecast)
Annual Cargo Volume: million lbs 327.8 600
Public Parking 1,289 4000
Employee Parking 1,432 4,200
Airport Access Good access, however new With new modes: Tren Urbano

taxiway constricts access and the new taxiway, access will
road. become even more locked in

sources:TRA-BV, PRPAMsterPthan it is already
sources:TRA-BV, PRPA, Master Plan 1989
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This section has attempted to convey the existing condition of the airport, and what
some of the objectives are for the next fifteen years. This concludes the "pre-
design" part of the thesis, where elements are examined individually: Section 11
explored airports and the industry, section III focused upon Puerto Rico- its culture
and where the San Juan region is heading over the next few year, and this section
looked at the airport's needs and goals. The next section will combine these
elements, and begin developing the design which is shown in Section VI.

IDraft forecast for 1995 by TRA-BV
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V. Design Choices
Quite often the planning and design processes are created within a vacuum: if it is
not directly relevant to your work today, then it should not be taken into account.
What is forgotten is that each facility, whether it is a home, bus station or airport,
when in an urban framework, operates in relation to other items. People who use
an airport, need to access it from both the land and the air. Therefore, changes in
the highway infrastructure which accesses the airport will impact the airport.
Similarly, the placement of a bus station has the potential to impact some airport
users. Cooperation is essential for large projects, if they are to realize their full
potential. Likewise, in Puerto Rico, the Puerto Rico Port Authority has unique
opportunity to incorporate the existing infrastructure projects with its own.

Among the Port Authority's goals and objectives (see page 40 of this text). Several
of these can be achieved through the following plans:

i) Centralized Transportation Facility
This may be achieved through developing a consolidated ground
transportation facility that: caters to airport traffic, has a Tren Urbano
station, and fulfills the role as an AMA Transit Center. The important
question to answer is where this facility is located, and what role it plays
within the airport design and strategy.

ii) Increase awareness of Puerto Rico when at the airport
Through future designs and amenities provided, it is possible to achieve a
sense of place, but, it has to be part of the process and not an
afterthought. How this is accomplished is an issue. Is it inherent to the
physical structure? Is it through management and amenities?

iii) Create a phasing plan that will be flexible for the unknown future
This is probably the most difficult issue to address, given the uncertainty of
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the future. It is necessary to devleop a plan with an ultimate goal, but also
indicates increments for growth. This thesis will not try to develop any set
time frame for this phasing. Instead, a general strategy will be proposed
that is based upon several elements which should be valid within the
world of politics and economic responsibility.

The Port Authority's objective of establishing a centralized transportation center has
the greatest impact on this development. Given the airport's layout and location,
there are three possible locations. Two are more feasible than the third, but all
three have been studied and evaluated based upon how each agency's objectives
are met, and the future potential for that particular placement.

a) Location of Transportation Center
The three possible locations vary greatly in what they achieve. The first choice, in
Isla Verde, is on a small piece of land owned by the Port Authority, north of the
airport. This site is currently the proposed location for an AMA Transit Center. The
second choice is at the intersection of the highway, Muscosso Bridge, and airport
access road. The third location is within the airport site and part of landside
facilities for passengers.

x, g Access ## Airport

other

NN

other
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Fiur 24A Curen Transi Cetraoato

Option 1: Isle Verde Transit Center
By placing the Tren Urbano station at this location, a ridership can be captured for
access to the rest of the region. However, providing access for airport employees,
travelers, and visitors is minimal- even with a shuttle bus. Basically, it has no
benefit for the airport community, but it would serve the Isle Verde community. A
permutation of this scheme is to have a tunnel from the Isle Verde Transit Center to
the airport passenger terminal complex. While this is possible, there is not enough
room between stops to merit two stops. If the stop was just placed at the airport
(instead of the Transit Center), there are other alternatives that would be cheaper.

Advantages:
- Benefit to Isle Verde Community: direct access to the public transportation

system would be provided for residents.
-Access to the highway leading to Loiza. If residents of Loiza come to San Juan,

they can park at the Transit Cetner, and ride public transportation to their final
destination.

- Easy integration with existing Transit Center plans. This option is located on the
same site that is currently being considered by AMA for their Transit Center.

Disadvantages:
- No easy airport access. This placement would not appeal to anyone going to or

from the airport.

Design Choices Include (see Appendix A for diagrams):
1) Airport remains gate arrival, but has a shuttle bus system to Transit Center.
2) Airport remains; however, long term parking, employee parking and rental cars
relocate to Transit Center.
3) Airport landside functions are split: enplaning passengers use Transit Center,
deplaning passengers use the existing Terminals.
4) Transit Center becomes centralized facility for airport passengers. Baggage and
passengers would move between facilities.
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Option 2: Muscosso/ Rt. 26 Interchange

Figure 25: Option 2, unlikely
transportation center location due
to flight cone restrictions.

Technically this placement would be the simplest; however, there is no immediate
community to serves. A shuttle bus would be required to transfer passengers from
the station to the terminal area or from the station to a residential community such
as Los Angeles or Isle Verde. However, continuation onwards to Carolina would
be simpler, as it could be kept above grade and follow along Rt. 26.

Advantages:
- Potential to relocate the Isle Verde Transit Center to this more visible location,

and make it an intermodal facility similar to ones planned for Bayamon, where
bus, Publico, train, and automobile may interconnect.

- Connection to Carolina is relatively "easy." No tunneling is required, and
highway alingment could be followed.

Disadvantages:
- Mode change required for airport access, and generates additional cost for

several transit systems.
- Minimal benefits for airport and surrounding communities.
- 23' vertical clearance from flight paths limits construction height.

Design Choices Include:
1) Relocate long term parking and rental cars to interchange, like Logan Airport.
2) Split landside activity, relocate ticketing to interchange transit facility.
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Figure 26: Option 3a.

Option 3: Luis Munoz Marin Station(s)
This option would bring Tren Urbano into the airport with a stop/or stops at the
passenger terminals. Two choices arise; the first is one stop that is centrally
located, the second choice is to parallel the access road and stop at key terminal
entrances (similar to Philadelphia).

3a) Centralized Station
Advantages:

- One stop.
- Possible to integrate with Port Authorities long term plans to consolidate all

transportation modes and operations concerning ground access.
- Easy access for all passengers, employees, visitors.

Disadvantages:
- Cost of tunneling.
- Connection to Carolina possible only with tunneling.

Design Choices Include:
1) "Status Quo": Airport remains gate arrival, train station is within the proposed
central parking facility.
2) Remains gate arrival; however, parking facilities are integrated with terminal
building, and a central facility is created within the terminal building to handle buses,
taxis and Publicos.
3) Centralized Ground Access Transportation Center: Airport remains gate arrival,
however, deplaning overlaps with a centralized transportation facility.
4) Centralized landside activities within one facility, terminals remain gates only.

M
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3b) Linear Stops
Advantages:

- Keeping system above grade (new taxiway is a problem).
- Closer drop-off points for passengers, visitors, and employees.

Could provide for a ground transportation located away from terminal that is
connected by the transit line.

Disadvantages:
- Cost for adding an additional level of infrastructure.

Figure 27: Option 3b. - Cost for tunnel under airplane runway connections.
- Size of airport, does it really need three stops?
- Difficult to continue directly to Carolina.
- Need for additional AGT or train that will just run the airport loop to provide for

high enough frequency.

Design Choices Include:
1) Similar to either 3a-1 or 3a-3; but instead of underground transit stop, the stops
would be above the enplaning level.
2) Similar to 2-1 and 2-2, however, transportation facility could be located within
airport property along the access road
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One important question to address is how extensive a change would be appropriate
for the airport. Currently, it is a gate arrival model with fingers, where passengers
are dropped off and picked up in the general vicinity of where their gate is located,
but they may need to walk out into the finger to get to their plane. If one is to
consolidate ground transportation into a single facility, it would also not make sense
to relocate ticketing and even baggage collection to this centralized facility. If this
occurs , the transportation center would become a facility that does everything, and
the terminals where the gates are located would become piers or satellites. Or,
can the airport find a middle ground between gate arrival and centralization through
some hybrid form?

Given the goal of the Port Authority to consolidate ground transportation modes and
the desire to access the airport by train, this thesis will focus upon option 3a-4, and
propose that the line will continue through to Carolina to provide access to airport
employees- many of whom live south of the airport. The question to address now is
how this consolidated facility will work; what will its program elements be; to whom
will it cater and how will it function with relation to the access road and the terminals
See Appendix A for a breakdown of location choices for design.

b) Centralized Passenger Processing Facility
Developing a centralized facility that caters to enplaning and deplaning passengers
is a challenge, and the most important issue is understanding who and what needs
to use the facility and how circulation occurs. This is defined in the following scope
of service that can be examined in two components:

i) Ground Access:
Automobiles: drop-off/ pick-up, and parking for short and long term
AMA Bus/ Metrobus
Tren Urbano
Rental Cars: drop-off, and pick up
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li) Facility:
Employees
Passengers: public, arriving/departing, transfers, international and domestic
Baggage: check-in, baggage claim, and transfers

There are two major issue to address when considering the circulation: The first is
defining how these "modes" work as a system. The second is defining and
developing connections between the modes. An obvious example is that one wants
to connect drop-off areas to passengers who are checking in. A less obvious one is
that domestic transferring passengers need to be kept separate from transferring
international passengers. Even less obvious is the spatial requirements for the
circulation. As a designer, one is usually concerned with the visible circulation
paths and requirements and often can forget about the amount of space needed for
operation modes such as the baggage system. How this system works can impact
the overall design of an airport even though it does not directly interface with the
passengers.

The following is the program used for the thesis that is based upon a centralized
processing facility. The numbers are derived from Appendix B, and are based on a
target of 12 million passengers/year.
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Table 2: Central Processing Facility (max. 14.5 acres if use current access road)

Ticket Counter Space 772 linear feet (If)
Baggage Claim frontage 2 at 270 If, 5 at 170 If, and 3 at 65 If
Linear feet for gates 11,440
Parking

Long-term'-3000spaces 1,050,000 square feet
Short Term1000 350,000 sf
Employee' (3242)- located off site
Rental Cars 360,000 sf

Pick-up/ drop-off 3.5 acres
Maintenance (16 acres, cargo side)
Train Station

Central platform- below 500' long, 50' wide
grade, with ticketing

Curb Frontage 4200 linear feet for arrival and departures
Amenitites: information, 10% of final terminal space
observation and retail
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c) Elements of culture to be Included:
Section III examined cultural components in Puerto Rico. The development of a
centralized facility is reminiscent of the central plaza around which functions
occurred in the Laws of the Indies. Every mode and activity was centered around
the plaza, circulation was defined through hierarchies as to primary and secondary
routes. This thesis design takes this concept and incorporates it into the design of
the Central Processing Facility. Also stressed earlier was that while the Laws
defined circulation, it was the presence of trees that created a sense of place and
structure to society. Therefore, the design takes this concept of trees and builds it
into the physical design.

The next section takes the requirements for growth and the desired inclusion of
cultural components and proposes a design. Table 2 is used as the basis for
determining functional requirements, and the three identified cultural components
are incorporated to provide identity to the facility.

Hart, W. The Airport Passenger Terminal. p117
2 Given that the proposed visitor parking will double, the employee parking will double , instead of using Hart's recommendation of 350spaces/
million passengers which would raise the employee parking up to 4000.
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VI. The Design
So far, this thesis has explored two issues: the functional requirements for today's
intermodal airport, and the issues pertaining to site specific cultural elements.
There were several themes explored in the "cultural" component. One was the
strategy set forth by the Laws of the Indies, as an indication of how one physically
strucutres space and circulation. The second theme focused on the movement
between spaces, and how transitions are ceated through the placement of walls.
And the third theme explored the notion of a tree as representation of community
organization.

These themes, in conjunction with the functional requirements will occur in the
proposed design. The Laws of the Indies will be used as guidelines for determining
the circulation of modes, and programs of spaces; the transition spaces will be
defined through walls and bridges used to provide physical and perceptual
connections between airside and landside activities; and the "tree" will become an
integral part of the structure.

The design is approached from two perspectives: the first is the overall "Master
Plan" for the airport. The second is the design of the landside facilities involving
access to and circulation around the central processing facility. This facility design
was viewed as the optimal diagram to accommodate airport growth: it deals with the
flexibility of the airlines, it can handle increases in passenger traffic, and by
consolidating processing services into one building, the gates are able to expand
more freely and as needed. Detail design was explored for the structural concepts
behind the design. The primary challenge at all dimensional scales is to incorporate
the goals and objectives desired by the airport, the goals of the various constituents
within the San Juan Metropolitan Region, and the many elements of cultural
identity.
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a) Site Plan
Establishing a phasing plan is as important as having an ultimate final plan for the
site. The final site plan represents the "best" scenario for expansion given today's
projections and technologies. The phasing plan acts as a form of strategic planning
where intermediary goals and physical growth is identified.

Existing Condition
As discussed in Section V, the key elements relating to the exisitng condition are
the completion of a new Air Traffic Control Tower, a new Taxi-way crossing over the
access road to passenger facilities, addition to American Airlines Terminals and
extended Cargo facilities. Support and Cargo facilities are expanded as needed.

Figure 28: Existing site plan- black
solids are buildings
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Phase 1:
- Current terminal piers are extended and connected into one continuous facility.
- New gates are created along the east face.
- Current proposal for garage is put on hold / relocated.

Figure 29
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Phase 2:
- Land in the center of the terminal is developed into a central processing facility
with a connected garage for 4000+ cars.

- General Aviation is relocated to another airport.

Figure 30
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"Final Site Plan"/ Phase 3:
-Satellite piers are built as needed
- AGT system is extended form main terminal to satellites.
- New Control Tower is built on site previously identified by 1989 Master Plan.

Gates:
Main Gate Area: 60
East 1: 32
East 2 32

Figure 31
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b) Central Processing Facility (CPF)
Basic Concept: space centrally organized around a 140' x 160' atrium. Circulation
paths for passengers and visitors are organized around hierarchical precedents
established in the Laws of the Indies: the central plaza, with primary streets entering
at the corners of the "plaza." The facility consists of five levels, with two of the five
levels situated below ground.

There are two structural systems: The primary system is a 4 by 8 grid of columns
measured at 120 feet from each other. This system is the "trees" that support the
roof and are representational of the structural and organizational role that trees
have within the culture. The second structural system is the "scaffolding" , columns
placed at 60 feet from each other and supporting the floors with open web joists.
The "scaffolding" system is viewed as having less longevity than the "trees" and
theoretically could be taken apart and reassembled as needed over time. The
"trees" are viewed as a permanent structure, i.e. a hundred years from now, if the
airport has ceased to exist, remnants of the trees will still be present as a reminder
of the culture.

Exploded Axon
Figure 32 shows how the Central Processing Facility opperates as an intermodal
center. All five levels handle forms of circulation:

Level 3: Automobiles, passengers, baggage
Level 2: Passengers
Level 1: Passengers, automobiles, AMA, Metrobus, Publicos
Basement 1: Baggage Handling
Basement 2: Tren Urbano, AGT connector
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Figure 32
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The Plans...
The five levels are envisioned as follows:

Level 3: Drop-off and Departing Passengers (plan)
- public to all except for two security check-points: one for domestic passengers,
one for international.
- 800 linear feet of ticket counters
- 10 security check gates
- 30 foot circulation paths around perimeter and between ticketing areas.

Figure 33: View of Central
Processing facility model
surrounded by the gates.
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Figure 34: Level 3 Plan
0 100' 200'
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Level 2: Transfer Level
- only "open" to passengers who are enplaning or deplaning. This level connects
the passenger to the gates at the same level that the aircraft is boarded.
- Domestic arrivals and departures occur at this level, international arrivals are
separated at the east end of the facility.
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Figure 35: Level 2 Plan
S0100' 200'
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Level 1: Pick-Up, and Arriving Passengers
- Secure and seperate international and domestic baggage areas.
- Transit Center is incorporated at the West side of pick-up area that is designated
for AMA, Publicos, and Taxis.
- Access to Tren Urbano from this level.
- Central Atrium is the "plaza" at this level creating a central meeting spot for
persons waiting to pick up passengers. Also created is a place for users of the
Transit Center to gather and wait for mode changes.
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Figure 36: Level 1/ Ground Level Plan
0 100' 200'
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Basement 1: Baggage System
- Floor allocated to baggage handling.
- Outbound baggage is automated.
- Inbound baggage is taken directly from the plane to baggage sorting by carts.
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Figure 37: Basement 1 Plan
0 100' 200'
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Basement 2: Tren Urbano/ AGT
- Separate access provided to Tren Urbano and the Automated Guidance Transit.
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Figure 38: Basement 2 Plan
0 100' 200'
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Central Facility Sections 1:100
- shows the vertical organization of passengers, cars, planes, trains, buses,
baggage
- shows structural systems

first system: trees (columns) that support the roof only
second system: scaffolding (columns) that support the floors

Figure 37: Sectional view of model

VCC .- a,

Figure 38: Section looking East-West through Central Processing Facility
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f- ... Figure 39: Section from North -South
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c) The Structural Tree
Each of the "tree columns" are created from the same module. The differ through
the use of tension cables. These cables connect the "branches" for structural
integrity and through the amount they are tightened, impact the umbrella of the tree.
The tighter the cables are, the more the branches are drawn together and create
the space frame to rise. Similarly, through the natural loads, the tree can be
allowed to form concave shapes. The combination of the convex and concave for
of the "tree tops" helps to define the experience and create a "place" for activities to
occur.

As mentioned earlier, the tree can be experience at many levels- the roots, the
base, and within the branches. This has been explored through the programming of
functions and the location of modes.

Figures 40, left: Conceptual model
of "tree." Figure 41, right: model
of structural module.
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Detail Plan of "ree"

X XX

4"J AtV Detail of "Tree"
Figure 42: Detail plan,
section and elevation of
structural tree
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d) The Connecting Bridges
The physical connection between airside and landside, is the first element of Puerto
Rico that airplane passengers will see and experience. Therefor, the progression
and views created are important, as they are the initial welcome for visitors. The
walls that support each end of the bridge, also provide for the physical barrier, but
perceptual gateway between the two sides. The bridge, structurally based upon the
forms standardized by the trees, carry forth the undulating pattern created within
the central facilities roof line.

Figure 43: Elevation of bridge.
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Figures 44-47: sketchy views of the walk-

though of the bridge. Top, is view through

bridge from gates and within the gardens.
Bottom left, is view from bridge into the

garden. An right, is view from terminal

across bridge.

17 A
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f) Summary:
The design fuses the functional requirements of airport design with cultural
elements. A phasing plan has been suggested to help guide the airport as it plans
to double in size. Within the Central Processing Facility, compromises have been
made to achieve a "funcitonal" flow for all modes. The centering around the atirum,
provides for both a context (that is present within towns in Puerto Rico), as well as
easy orientation: north, south, east, west. The movements between landside and
airside, are reminiscent of smaller movements within the cities. And the presence
of "trees" helps to provide the passenger with a sense of place, and defines the
functions of the airport: waiting for passengers to arrive occurs at base level.
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V11. Conclusion:
This thesis has explored the challenges that arise when designing a work that fulfills
all requirements for functionality and, at the same time, provides a sense of place
and time- a sense of identity. Long term growth needs have also been taken into
account through the proposed phasing strategy.

While this thesis has explored a design option (centralized processing facility) as a
theoretical model for airport design, the reality of its application is more
complicated. In concept, a centralized system should provide for maximum
flexibility and adaptability. However, due to functional requirements of baggage
systems and the reality of airlines working together, it is very difficult to ensure
maximum flexibility. In Section 11, it was noted that often airport designs are not one
type of design, they have a tendency to develop into a hybrid that is based on
needs. Arguably, this is true for overall airport functions. The theoretical "diagram"
may be centralized, but the reality is that a hybrid system will most likely result.

Given the above points, there are some general recommendations that can be
made to the Puerto Rico Port Authority regarding the Luis Munoz Marin
International Airport:

1. The current Master Plan should not work in a vacuum.
It must take into account other plans that will impact airport: Tren Urbano,
Highway, AMA Transit Centers

2. The planning should provide for the uncertainty of the future:
"Check-points" need to be established between the existing facility and the one
proposed for year 2015.
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3. The Port Authority should set forth and accomplish the "smaller goals that will
help facilitate long term planning:
- even loading of the terminal area
- establishment of a program at the airport that deals with the cultural elements
in a comprehensive and straightforward manner. Guidelines should be
established.

4. A phasing plan for expansion needs to be created, particularly addressing the
location of additional gates.

Beyond the San Juan Airport, this thesis can be applied to understanding airports in
general and in their roles as intermodal centers. In general, master plans for
airports are not written in stone, and need to be constantly updated. Provisions
need to be made for the survival of an airport regardless of which airline is
"supporting" it. The facility expansions have to be flexible and provide for some
adaptability over time. Theoretically, 50 years from now current air travel may be
obsolete. If so, will airports disappear or can they be designed for re-use over
time? Given the amount of infrastructure needed to run an airport, it is possible that
re-use would constitute demolition of the property and developing from an empty
site.

As an intermodal center, circulation of all the modes is the most important feature-
and includes vehicles, trains, baggage and pedestrian access. While an intermodal
center may be defined as the physical facility where the transfers occur, I would
argue that it encompasses the whole site. This idea leads into the concept of a
national intermodal system where facilities are not singular, they perform as nodes
within a larger system. Intermodal centers are part of a national network of roads,
rail, water, and air that forms a national transportation system. Obviously, when
one considers politics, the equation becomes more complicated, especially when
dealing with state, private, and/or local jurisdictions.
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The issues that arise when examining a national system are complicated and
grounds for another thesis. It is critical to consider that the airport is an intermodal
system within itself as well as a gateway into an area. However, it also acts as a
connector of modes to other systems. Whether is through air travel that Puerto
Rico is linked to Miami, or through highways that the airport is linked to Bayamon.
The Luis Munoz Marin International Airport, has a unique opportunity to become
truly a multi-modal connector, and to provide the island's identity for visitors.

n 'IN
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Conceptual Design Options

Option DescriptionDescriptionDescription lFacility Passengers

max. People Physical Perceptual
Ground current Mover Circulation/ Circulation/

Ground Access Interface Flight Interface #Gates Phasing Flexibility Adaptability Access facility required Orientation Orientation

46~~ 0
1.1 split level, gate arrival linear, piers

split level, gate and transit 46
1.2 center arrival linear, piers

spit: Transit Center enplane, 52
1.3 gate deplane linear, piers

remote centralized facility, transporter to 65
1.4 split level piers

42
2.1 split level, gate arrival linear, piers

remote split of enplaning and 52
2.2 deplaning linear, piers _

46 0
3a.1 split level, gate arrival linear, piers

3a.2 split level, gate arrival linear, piers

42 0 0 0V
3a.3 split enplanineldeplane linear, piers

fnger pier,
transporter to 65 * 0 0 0 0 - 0

3a.4 remote centralized, split level satellite

42-52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3b.1 split level, gate arrival linear, pier

46-65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3b.2 "split enplane/deplane linear, pier ____ ___ ____________ ___ ________

Most Easily Achievable Q Moderate: 0 Difficult to Achieve is
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Ticket Counter:

Determining this is based upon the "peak hour" enplanement rate.

TRA-BV's projection from August, 1995

1995: 2,101
2015: 4,103 enplaned passengers/ peak hour

Using equation described by Horonjef (p. 344):
ticket counter length is determined by taking 10% of the peak hour enplane rate,
assuming that is allowable to have 5 passengers for each ticket position. Every two
ticket positions is equal to 10 linear feet. Therefor, applying this to the projected
rate (4,103), the number of ticket position are:

4000 * .10 = 400
400/ 5 = 80 ticket position are required
40 * 10 = 400 If of ticket counter this is significantly less then the projected

772 If in the 1989 Master Plan. This thesis will use the original projection, based
upon the assumption that at some point that much ticket counter space will be
needed.

15 feet minimum is recommended for queuing, I have allowed for 20 feet for
queuing, and 30 feet for circulation.

Security Gates
Each security gate can handle between 300-600 passengers/ hour (Horonjef). The
design enplane rate is 4000 passengers/ hour. Therefore, 10 security points are
needed.



Gates
The Master Plans have projected a need for 79 gates. This has been rounded up
to 80. Since all planes differ in size it is important to have an understanding of the
fleet mix in order to determine linear feet needed for the gates. Based upon the
TRA-BV projection from August, the fleet size is and will be as follows:

Fleet Year: 2015 Dimensions for nose-in configuration
(Horonjef,p.385)

Jumbo (B747) 2% 220 feet
Large ( MD-11, B777, 10% 185
A330)
Medium (B757) 70% 185
Small ( B737) 18% 125

Between the two Master Plans, there are some discrepancies regarding the fleet
mix and separation between "carrier" and "commuter." The aircraft classification for
small in the TRA report is similar to the 1989 Master Plan's classification for
"commuter" aircraft. This thesis assumes that the 80 gates required are comprised
of the "carrier" fleet. Knowing that the commuter fleet is truly accounted for is not a
problem, given that more room is being estimates (carrier planes are larger then
commuter planes.) This also will compensate for the newer planes which are
arriving in the market that are significantly larger then the 747.

Given the above: 20% of 80 = 16 aircraft need 220 If
10% of 80 = 10 aircraft need 185 If
70% of 80 = 56 aircraft need 185
18% of 80 = 15 aircraft need 125

= 3,520 If
= 1,850 If
= 10,360
= 1,875

17,605 linear feetTOTAL=



Baggage Claim Frontage

This number is based upon the deplane rate of passengers. Because the Luis
Munoz Marin Airport has consistently had enplaning equal to deplaning, this
assumption will carry forth for year 2015. According to Horonjef: the rate should be
calculated for passengers per 15 minutes, and is applied to the fleet size and
seating capacity. Generally, one baggage claim conveyer is used per plane.

Aircraft % Class Seating Capacity Planes/15 minutes LF baa
claim/plane

Jumbo 2% A 420 1 270
Large/Med. 70 A 190 4 170
Small 18 B 90 3 65

Total: min. of 1 belt at 270 linear feet
min of 4 belts at 170 linear feet each
min of 3 belts at 65 linear feet each.

International traffic comprises 15% of traffic, therefore 15% of baggage claim must
be allocated to International Baggage Claim area. I recommend that more be
allocated because the international flights tend to arrive using the larger planes.
Recommended split between domestic and international baggage claims:

Domestic International
2701f 1 1
1701f 3 2
65 If 3 1



curb frontage
projected to remain at 2200 linear feet for enplaning and 2200 linear feet for
deplaning. This is also based upon Richard de Neufville's "rule-of-thumb" that 4
inches of linear curb is needed per 1,000 passengers/year. Using 12 million
passengers/ year as a projection, 4000 linear feet total.

rental cars
TRA-BV: each rental car agency wishes to have 200 cars, with 6 agencies: 1200
cars at 300sf a car = 360000 sf of area needed

corridors

30 feet is the recommended minimum (Horonjef)

amenities

10 % of building space: Horonjef

TU Station
Based upon Amsterdam's Schipol Airport: platform:

length:
width:
ticketing below grad on platform:

500 feet
75 feet
increases width to 100 feet
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